Daughters of Gaia Naos Membership Process
Although no formal Wicca training is required to submit an Outer Circle Common Application, the
Seeker/Dedicant will be expected to have completed some formal training before applying to join as a
Full Inner Temple member. This training is locally offered at least once yearly.
Interest expressed to HPS. Circle of Tribes Outer Circle Common Application submitted.
Seeker meets with HPS and one other member to discuss goals,
expectations, time commitment, and Coven mission to help all
parties determine if they are compatible. After this meeting, HPS
and member will decide whether to invite Seeker to the next Sabbat.
Seeker attends two Sabbats and 2 service projects. She then completes a
reflection packet and is invited to meet with the HPS to discuss reflections
and ask questions about the tradition.
The HPS presents a summary of the meeting to existing members for the
purpose of group discussion. Existing members will share observations
with each other and, if the group consensus is that the Seeker may be a
good fit, the Seeker is invited to the next New Moon Esbat where she will
be initiated as a Dedicant.
The Dedicant must arrange for informal, one-on-one meetings with each
Coven Member. The Dedicant will be invited to participate in all Sabbats
and service projects during this time period. If not already completed, the
Dedicant will successfully complete some formal Wicca training.
Upon successful completion of training and the individual meeting
period, the Dedicant will submit a completed Inner Temple Application.
The application is shared and discussed with Inner Temple members at
the next Full Moon Esbat. A unanimous vote of all members will be
required to extend an offer of membership to the Dedicant.
If membership is accepted, the Dedicant will be initiated into the Inner
Temple during the next New Moon Esbat.
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